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ABSTRACT

Nowadays social media is a major intermediary to people communication whether for business or only entertainment. It is defiantly an effective way for exchanging different types of messages which of course influences people one way or another. Among many different social network websites and applications, we choose twitter. Twitter includes a huge number of users there for it contains a huge amount of data that are needed to be analyzed with the right tools to get the fuller picture of the data. For that purpose, we will present methods to accumulate the finding with an organized and easy to understand view using two of the business intelligence (BI) tools which are tableau and rapidminer that can be used by anyone whether an expert in analytics or a novice. In this paper we are giving a brief introduction on twitter and present some of the bigdata characteristics of a hashtags, related work to our subject and answer on the following questions, the purpose of choosing a hashtag to analyze, which hashtags we choose, why choosing them and what are the types of data used in the excel sheet. After that, we will show the result of the analysis used in both tools and demonstrate a collection of figures related to the findings. Then we concluded that data is not impossible to manage if the right tools were used.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When talking about big influences and expressive web sites we are certainly talking about social media and one of these effective websites is twitter which contains bigdata that needs to be analysed according to user’s needs whether personal or business. Twitter was created in 21st of March 2006, programmed by java, ruby, Scala, JavaScript. owned by Jack Dorsey when he first tweeted his first tweet at 9:50 pm saying that”’…we came across the world ‘twitter’, and it was just perfect. The definition was a short burst of inconsequential information, ‘and’ chirps from birds’. And that’s exactly what the product was.” and the headquarters of the company exists in San Francisco, California, U.S also they have more than 25 offices worldwide. This website is an effective method used to express ones’ though through a brief content which contains 240 characters when it was only 140 characters which may include hyperlink. Also, a user can broadcast or post and attach pictures, videos and interact with massages known as “‘tweets’’. And whomever follows you, can see your tweets immediately. All of that is accomplishable only if you register in the website. one of the most important features of twitter is called #hashtags in which also known as trending topics such as #weekend and #يوم_الجمعة these two hashtags were the most used in the past year which any user can participate and comment on it. When you want to reach a specific tweet related to the topic just give it a click on the #hashtag and the list of tweets will pop up from a variety of users. This paper will discuss 4 of the hashtags, how to analyse them and represent them in two of the business intelligence tools which are RapidMiner and tableau. Tableau is a mining tool that represents visual analytics of the data that helps to see the story inside the data. Also, it is designed to do better decision in faster way. On the other hand, RapidMiner is a tool used to explore new ways of analysis to all kinds of data for the prediction of the future outcomes. [1][2]

2 RELATED WORK

In the past years there have been numbers of papers focus on hashtags of twitter such as On Recommending Hashtags in Twitter Networks paper (Springer, Berlin and Heidelberg 2012) they use a Twitter dataset generated by more than 150,000 Singapore users, one of the interesting findings is the significant use of new hashtags every day, which reflects most hashtags have very short life time. [5]
Also, the other paper is about sentiment analysis in twitter (Wang, Wei, Liu, Zhou, and Zhang 2011) they choose twitter because people express their feelings and opinions freely about various topics. They focus to find the different opinions on specific hashtags instead of reading from huge amount of tweets. [4]

3 METHODOLOGY

Twitter contains a huge number of data, and it is impossible to extract and analysis all twitter data such as images, videos, tweets and followers etc., so we focus in this paper on one aspect of twitter huge data which is Hashtag.

- Why we choose hashtag data to analyze among other twitter data?

There are many sites that provide information of a specific user account such as twitter analytics websites - https://analytics.twitter.com/ - and - https://foller.me/ - , but the limitation is that it requires authentication of the user account. However, there are some sites that facilitate extracting hashtag data from twitter in a specific period such as - http://hashtagify.me/ - and - https://ritetag.com - by writing the hashtag name in the search box, and it represent all data that related to the chosen hashtag such as the most country using it, percent of the gender, number of retweets and unique tweets.

Once the hashtag data is chosen, there are some obstacles to find prepared an excel sheet about a specific hastag, because the sites above doesn’t provide excel sheet to be downloaded, so a manually fill up excel sheet which is the one used and analyzed it in this paper was the best solution.

- What are hashtags we choose?

There are huge number of hashtags in twitter, with different languages, thoughts, orientation and styles. This paper focused on a combination of hashtags in different two languages Arabic and English. The picked hashtag in this paper are(#weekend, #today, #هلال, #يوم_جمعة)

- Why did we choose these hashtags? And what kinds of data that excel sheet contains?

Choosing these kinds of hashtags did not come from futility, they consider as an active hashtags. The first hashtag was (يوم_جمعة), we choose it, because it becomes trend in Arab countries every Friday. The second hashtag was (#weekend) it chooses, because it’s one of the most hashtag that all people around whole world use it and it active in most of the year. The third hashtag was (#today); people use this hashtag to express what happen to them during the day. The last hashtag was (هلال) it’s picked because it’s the most popular football team in Saudi Arabia, and it has huge number of audience that they interact on hashtag all the time to support their team. All data of these hashtag are from last month which is March 2018 to make the analysis be up to date. Kinds of data inside excel sheet are (hashtag name, month, the most countries used, countries%, the most languages used, languages%, days, date, retweets, unique tweets , hashtag exposure). [6]

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Tableau:

We use tableau to analyzing data that we collected to find the pattern inside the data, and as mentioned above tableau is used for data visualization. Here is some hashtag data visualization that we worked on:

Fig 1. the total of (Hashtag exposure, retweets, tweets) for each hashtag.

This side_by_side bars represents the total of values inside excel sheet for all hashtags. We found that twitter users are mostly like to exposure and click on the hashtag rather than participating in it either by retweet the tweets that has been written before, or by writing a unique tweet. Moreover, we found that interaction is more in Arabic hashtags in our data. Also, for each hashtag there is a specific period or day that hashtag become more active. For example, the most active day for (يوم_جمعة) within the week is Friday, which means the number of tweets and retweets are higher.
This Packed bubbles represents percentage of the most language and country that used for each hashtag among other languages and countries.

**B. Rapid Miner:**

In RapidMiner we worked on a process sheet that contains 4 relations connected to 7 different operations that goes as follow:

First, we normalized the data by retrieving inputs from an excel sheet and classified data according to the dates of tweets. And we operated replacement of the missing values ‘white space’ with the same value within the same margin using original port showing the primary data only ‘positive values’. A bubble chart shows the wanted results accordingly with the days, hashtag and the kind of values was selected such as (Retweets, Unique tweets and Hashtag exposure).

Second process was calculating the distance among similar dates tweets that are related to the hashtag which was demonstrated as Histogram layout using similarities meager port.

Third process we retrieved the data from a second excel sheet according to the classified regions, accomplishing algorithms operation by removing unused values and take the output of this to covert it from nominal to numerical data and transfer it to the split validation operation to apply classification on the data, to make validation operation work we included 3 ports that are model, training set and average, this operation is divided into training and testing, training includes decision tree then it will test the data through apply module connected with the performance ‘classification’ connecting it with unlabeled data port with apply model connecting it with performance through labeled data port. The results of this operation are shown as a tree (tight) chart contains regions and languages.
users to create, deliver, and maintain predictive analytics for future outcomes. While, tableau is an analytic tool that used for data visualization. After analyzing twitter’s #hashtag data we discovered that twitter users prefer to open and read about these #hashtags rather than interact with.
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